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Transformative Nursing in the NICU: Trauma-Informed Age-Appropriate CareSpringer, 2014

	This innovative text for Neonatal Nurses and NICU clinicians introduces new, evidence-based care protocols proven to mitigate or reduce the profound morbidities and subsequent developmental challenges that afflict newborns in the NICU. The book reframes the concept of developmentally supportive care to trauma-informed, age-appropriate care of...
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Mastering System Center Configuration ManagerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master how to configure, back up, and secure access to System Center Configuration Manager with this practical guide


	About This Book

	
		Employ fast and scalable on-demand application deployment
	
		Discover the best practices to utilize faster and more efficient anti-malware scanning of...
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Extending BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2014

	Understand Bootstrap and unlock its secrets to build a truly customized project!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use themes to improve your user experience
	
		Improve your workflow with LESS and Grunt.js
	
		Get to know the most useful third- party Bootstrap plugins


...
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VMware vSphere Resource Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Managing the resources of your vSphere environment is essential for effective virtualization, and this book shows you how by taking you deep into ESXi and how it ensures resource availability, teaching practical techniques on the way.


	Overview

	
		Understand the requirements to build a strong virtual...
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How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Now updated with new measurement methods and new examples, How to Measure Anything shows managers how to inform themselves in order to make less risky, more profitable business decisions


	This insightful and eloquent book will show you how to measure those things in your own business, government agency or other...
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The Emergence of Video Processing Tools: Television Becoming UngluedIntellect, 2014

	The Emergence of Video Processing Tools presents stories of the  development of early video tools and systems designed and built by  artists and technologists during the late 1960s and ’70s. Split over two volumes, the contributors examine the intersection of art and science and look at collaborations...
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C Programming :: Step By Step Beginner's To Experts Edition.Independent Publishers Group, 2014

	Essential C Skills-Made Easy–Without Fear!  


	This C Programming book gives a good start and complete introduction for C Programming for Beginner’s. Learn the all basics and advanced features of C programming in no time from Bestselling...
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Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2013Wrox Press, 2014

	Learn C++ with the best tutorial on the market!


	Horton's unique tutorial approach and step-by-step guidance have helped over 100,000 novice programmers learn C++. In Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2013, Horton not only guides you through the fundamentals of the standard C++ language, but also teaches you...
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Raspberry Pi Server EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you want to use Raspberry Pi as a server, this is the book that makes it all possible. Covering a wide range of projects - from network storage to a game server - you'll learn in easy, engaging steps.


	Overview

	
		Unlock the various possibilities of using Raspberry Pi as a server
	...
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Python for FinancePackt Publishing, 2014

	If your interest is finance and trading, then using Python to build a financial calculator makes absolute sense. As does this book which is a hands-on guide covering everything from option theory to time series.


	Overview

	
		Estimate market risk, form various portfolios, and estimate their variance-covariance...
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The Uncertain WebO'Reilly, 2014

	
		What’s the best way to develop for a Web gone wild? That’s easy. Simply scrap the rules you’ve relied on all these years and embrace uncertainty as a core tenet of design. In this practical book, veteran developer Rob Larsen outlines the principles out what he calls The Uncertain Web, and shows you techniques...
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RESTful Java Web Services SecurityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Secure your RESTful applications against common vulnerabilities


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use, configure, and set up tools for applications that use RESTful web services to prevent misuse of resources
	
		Get to know and fix the most common vulnerabilities of RESTful web services APIs

...
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